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“How far do you reckon we might get this year, Tony?”  
“Well, assuming we pay a visit to the Orkneys, I would be more than happy to 
reach Wick”, he replied. 
“But we do have charts as far south as Aberdeen”, I reminded him. 
“Yeah right” was the sarcastic reply. 
We are a boat on a mission, boys on an adventure, but as the last of the light 
faded into the now northern sky, with our destination still unsure it was beginning 
to feel rather too ambitious for our first proper day’s sailing of the year. We had 
been on the move for nearly 15 hours beating along the dramatic coastline north 
of Ullapool but we were finally on the eastern leg of our journey. Perhaps not the 
best way to find our sea legs again! 
Always on a tight schedule, we had only launched Taronga in Old Dornie at the N 
entrance of Loch Broom at 1930 the previous evening. Fortunately we had left 
the bad weather that had been with us from North Wales just to the East and the 
view, as we drove down to our launch spot overlooking the Summer Isles with 
the odd glimpse of the Torridon hills behind, must be one of the great Scottish 
panoramas. Our spirits were high, our bodies low! It was pure delight in bright 
sunshine beating up through the narrow channel that separates Ristol Island 
from the mainland and it was tempting to beach again on this magical island but 
we still had light, and the wind, albeit on the nose, was perfect.  
 
It wasn’t long before we lost the sun and the cold and damp crept in, still both 
exhausted from the long drive north. At around midnight,in pitch blackness, we 
nudged ourselves carefully into the narrow entrance of Loch Roe, the only sign of 
which was the absence of small breaking water to each side. We felt we must be 
alone but as the loch opened slightly we found we were going to anchor in the 
company of a large yacht.So we were not the only early season sailors but the 
other boat accounted for fifty percent of all other boats we saw in the next week. 
 
The morning came all too soon and almost became the first and last of the trip as 
an overlooked paraffin leak in the night turned quickly into an alarming fire and 
melt down of various stove components. Rather reliant on the stove for this fairly 
remote section it was critical to fashion a good repair and somewhat late in our 
planning we again beat into a gentle NW’ly rather aware that poor Taronga was 
too heavily burdened by the week’s supplies, but at least our heat source was 
restored!. We seemed to be carrying more than we had ever done as a family of 
five out for a similar time. We tend to get a little greedy during the big shop but I 
mustn’t complain as we did eat well and the extra fuel proved essential this year 
with the air and water temperature only in single figures for all but one day. 
The swell was large but not menacing until we got too close to cliffs where the 
reflected waves interact to form the unnerving clopotis. The water off the Point of 
Stoer and  the west side of Handa Island was lively but otherwise one soon got 
used to the fact that the boat rides easily up these seemingly huge walls of water, 



catches a bit more wind on the long crest before slipping back down again ad 
infinitum. 10 hours of beating, a swell face of 3 to 4 meters, a wave interval of 
some 15 seconds and it all adds up to a huge mountain climbed and lost. It was 
the equivalent of getting to the top of Everest and back starting from sea level. I 
wish! 
We were fairly anxious as we slowly edged northwards about what to expect 
around Cape Wrath and I guess the mere name added to our apprehension. It 
was only marginally comforting to read that in fact ‘Wrath’ meant ‘turning point’ in 
Old Norse. We had hoped to slip around the corner just as our N going stream 
ended and then punch east against the new ebb but we finally got abeam of the 
headland some 45 minutes late in our planning (although the tidal changes off 
the Cape can vary considerably to the stated times). We had been sailing for 
such a long time and were too eager to turn E, and so cut in far too close to the 
rocks assuming that the race, if any, would still be small. The correct choice 
would have been to carry on N for several more miles, keep out of the danger 
area and accept a fouler tide therafter.  
With only a NNW3 blowing I imagine the sea was relatively benign compared to 
many days but less than a cable out from the cliffs, with some race running and 
large clopotis on top it was a scary experience. The immediate problem was loss 
of steerage in the deep troughs as we lost all wind but thankfully after much 
pulling the little Honda purred into life and we could at least try to meet whatever 
came at us on a slightly more even playing field. Tony helmed skilfully whilst I 
tried to contain the water that was coming aboard from bows, stern and sides!  A 
few more anxious moments were spent identifying and avoiding Duslic rock to 
the NE of the headland and then with heartbeats slowly subsiding began to enjoy 
a cracking sail east with a large and occasionally breaking beam sea.  
We didn’t really notice the sun setting but we had already decided to sail on into 
the night to reach the good shelter found inside loch Eribol. Again we were 
feeling our way in, avoiding some considerable breaking water around the rocks 
and islets on the NW of the entrance and by the time we had anchored, eaten 
and prepared for sleep it was 3am. We were safe in the inner harbour of Rispond 
Bay and despite being totally knackered were feeling quite chuffed with 
ourselves! 



Safe in Rispond Bay after rounding Cape Wrath 

 



Rispond Bay 

 
 
There was no point rushing the next day when we finally awoke. The sea was 
several hundred metres away and overhead a NW 6 to 7 was blowing. After 
some pleasantries with the local landlord, a restauanteur and the UK’s largest 
supplier of farmed Arctic Char, we stretched our stiff legs back west along the 
coastline to explore the dramatic caverns and underground lakes of Smoo Cave. 
It was hard work walking into the wind! 
Not fully refreshed, our third morning dawned cold and damp. Snow was settling 
on the hills to the south down to several hundred metres but a fine wind was 
blowing out of Loch Eribol and we were soon creaming NE away from the 
threatening black skies out to the blue sea. It wasn’t warm enough to take hats 
and gloves off and we had to keep a wary eye on the odd large squally clouds 
that were breaking away from the mainland. Close to Strathy Point an inquisitive 
Minke whale surfaced right alongside, eyed us up and down for what seemed a 
long time  before gently disappearing not to be seen again. It is always a special 
moment being approached by these gentle giants and we were continually 
scanning the seas for another sighting. Later that day off Hoy a school of what I 
took to be six Bottlenosed Dolphins surfed with us for a while. One had a very 
obvious white zig zag marking across its dorsal fin and despite extensive 



research into all the different species I haven’t found a possible match. One of 
nature’s anomalies perhaps? 

Leaving Loch Eriboll for Stromness, 70nm distant 

 
 
It was hard to guess what the weather was doing. The mainland looked dreadful, 
above us looked wonderful and to the north ,east and west huge banks of 
cumulus clouds sat menacingly. Aberdeen coastguard updated us on the local 
inshore forecast from Cape Wrath to Rattray Head and the prospect of SW 4 to 5 
increasing 7 imminent  had us thinking hard. Our intention had been to hug the 
coast to reach Thurso but that was now looking unlikely. Tony, the eternal 
weather optimist, however, had other ideas. Hoy was beginning to grow in size 
on our NE horizon and a passage straight to Stromness (immediately N of Hoy) 
would keep us well away from all the overfall dangers of entering and negotiating 
the Pentland Firth. He reckoned that provided we were lucky enough not to be in 
the direct path of one of the huge cumuli nimbi  that occasionally swept by we 
should be fine. A bit of a gamble of course, but not averse to a bit of risk myself, 
was easily persuaded! 4 miles N of Dounray  the new course was set; we talked 
through various strategies should we be proved wrong…..and then the wind died. 
It didn’t seem right; could this be the lull before the storm? In the event we didn’t 
have to loll around for long before a constant SE 4 filled in. Sometimes it seems 
pointless trying to second guess the wind. 
 



 
As we approached The Old Man of Hoy we began to get more anxious about one 
massive cloud that was steadily bearing down on us but by the time ‘we’ met  we 
were getting pretty good shelter from the stupendous cliffs of St. Johns Head. 
Being in the lee of high land in a big wind is a mixed blessing in many ways as 
we were to find out many days later halfway down the North Sea, but today the 
gusts despite coming at us from all directions were short lived and controllable. 
One memorable gust, just as we entered Hoy Mouth on a dead run, hit us head 
on and hurled a great wall of spume across us and a second later we were 
becalmed! 
After 13hours and 56 nm we tied up in  Stromness Marina alongside an 
enormous German yacht that had arrived some hours earlier. Their crew couldn’t 
quite get to grips with the size of Taronga or where we had come from and when 
our ‘cabin’ was erected they looked on in disbelief. “Is zer not a comfy hotel in 
town…?”. Despite normally hating the stuff, the great steaming mugs of tea they 
produced hit just the spot after the long and often cold day. We, or I at least, 
broke another rule that evening by indulging in a long hot shower at the 
clubhouse and whilst there talked to one of the crew from the recently docked 
Scrabster ferry. The squall that had caught up with us by Hoy had dumped 
several inches of snow on their deck some half hour previously on the mainland! 
They had apparently had quite a snowball fight on deck! 



By midnight the evening chores were over and as the miniature BA whisky 
bottles came out we changed our planned morning lie in on the basis of the new 
forecast. Actually we didn’t do too badly for sleep as we needed to exit Hoy 
Mouth as near to slack water as possible, 0900hrs to avoid the dangerous 
overfalls of the ebb ‘rost’. Despite being only 30 minutes late it was sobering to 
see the incoming ferry crashing in against some already fairly impressive water. 
With the board up we crept out close to the southern shore of Mainland (Orkney) 
and so missed the lot but with a very light wind on the nose used the motor. 
 
 
We made slow progress northwards up the west coast of mainland Orkney but 
the sun was out and for the first time since Ullapool we felt warm.  The now 
diminishing swells made for some fabulous colours as they rolled up the inclined 
slabs below Broughead before foaming back down into the waiting trough whilst 
up above the stratified rocks gave home to millions of sea birds.  For once our 
tidal planning was correct and we entered the Eynehallow narrows on the first of 
the flood.  This and the spinnaker took us quickly past Kirkwall (where we saw 
the only other hoisted sail of the week), through the notorious sting (in sombre 
mood) with the aim of an early anchor inside Mull Head.  We deserved a shorter 
day but then some clever chap (must’ve been Tony) suggested that as the wind 
was with the tide the mid tide overfalls off Mull Head would be feasible and so 
keeping very close inshore we rounded our most northerly point of our journey 
and set a course for Copinsay where we hoped to beach for the night.  I’m sure it 
was Tony again, or was it that we both wanted to see the old block ships from 
WWII and the more recent Churchill barriers, or possibly because we now had a 
cracking wind, but Copinsay was fast disappearing astern together with a rather 
sobering image of a large broken yacht tossed tens of metres up a boulder beach 
just south of Mull Head.  The final reefed beat into the rising winds, over flat 
water, had Taronga pointing at her best but with her crew becoming increasingly 
cold and tired and it was 2200 hours before we were tied up to a small mooring 
buoy that was also temporary home to dozens of submerged crates full of live 
crab.  We duly cooked our haggis into the early hours of the morning as the rain 
began lashing down on the tent. 



Churchill Barriers, New and Old 

 
 
The five hours of sleep never seem enough but the forecast was suggesting a 
possible crossing back to the mainland and we didn’t want to miss the 
opportunity.  We sailed out past a rotting block ship into a very grey and blustery 
morning and with 20+ knots of wind against spring tides opted to give the eastern 
end of the Pentland Firth a very wide berth.  With the wind on the beam we 
quickly reached a point some 7nm east of the Pentland skerries.  From here we 
hardened up a little to lay Wick, somewhere in the murky distance.  Squalls came 
and went and it was crucial to anticipate each in advance.  We had reefing to a 
fine art as we crossed some particularly lumpy water that was evidently the 
remains of arguably the UK’s nastiest piece of tidal water.  A Coaster altered 
course for us, which is always reassuring, and a Dutch square rigger motored 
past us into the tide.  Wick entrance coincided with a wicked squall that must 
have topped 30 kts. and the industrialised look of the harbour and the fact that 
the skies were brighter to the south quickly had us adding a further 12 miles 
down to Lybster.   
 



Only two more hours of sore bums but then we hadn’t reckoned on the fairly 
strong foul tide or the final beat of gusty offshore winds north of the harbour and 
time began to drag..  Lybster, once a major harbour for the north sea herring 
fleet, is still a picturesque place and we enjoyed a rare evening stroll in the last of 
the sun before returning to Taronga for what Tony described as one of the most 
disgusting meals I had ever prepared! My magic blend of various tinned curries 
had obviously backfired. 
 

 
 
From Lybster we sailed as close to the wind as the SE4 would allow, which put 
us initially on course for Lossimouth but after 8 hours of rain beating into a grey 
lumpy sea we ended up, with the leeway, some 13 miles west of our destination.  
We were continuously taking in water over the lee rail which neither the bilge 
pump nor the self bailer (at our slowish speed) could cope with so we had to bear 
off from time to time, come more upright, pick up speed and suck the boat dry. 
 
As we pondered whether to beat to Lossimouth or run for Inverness the wind 
dropped and in the space of 10 minutes veered 90 degrees to SSW and the 
decision was made for us.  Three hours later in Lossiemouth we narrowly 
avoided being beaten up by 3 local thugs outside a fish and chip shop.  Our 
crime? To be English and presumably mistaken for RAF personnel from the 
nearby station.  A fine welcome and it was a relief to escape momentarily by 
hired car the following day back to the fabulous west coast to recover van and 
trailer.  Over 5 and a bit sailing days we had covered 261nm and had it not been 
for my bad conscience at being away during a few days at half term, Aberdeen 
could so easily have been our destination this year. As we recovered the van and 
packed up the boat a perfect NW4 would have surfed us east to Fraserburgh 
and for the following two weeks a good northerly breeze set in. Hell, it could have 
been Dover! 


